


The mists of history...
� What was ‘The Patchwork Quilt’ Report?
� Commissioned by SWSI
� Conducted over 11 weeks in 1993

� Remit –
� “To create and inventory of the range, volume, level and costs of the current 

provision of respite care in Scotland
� To assess the information currently available about respite care, in terms of needs, � To assess the information currently available about respite care, in terms of needs, 

resourcing and expenditure, and to recommend what should be collected in future
� To describe six exampled of good practice covering the range of care groups from 

different parts of the country and in different settings”
� What did it describe?
� Residential, hospital, family based and domiciliary support services
� Services for people who were older, those with dementia, with mental 

health difficulties, and children and adults with learning or physical 
disabilities

� My involvement
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The changed landscape
�� Pre devolutionPre devolution
�� Pre Care CommissionPre Care Commission
�� Pre National StandardsPre National Standards

Pre National Carers’ StrategyPre National Carers’ Strategy�� Pre National Carers’ StrategyPre National Carers’ Strategy
�� PrePre--local government reorganisationlocal government reorganisation
�� EQIA. EQIA. Personalisation,selfPersonalisation,self directed directed 

support, Short Breaks Bureaux, support, Short Breaks Bureaux, telecaretelecare
were embryonicwere embryonic
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A Patchwork Quilt
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How it was...
� ‘Make do and mend’
� Lots of initiative
� Lots of ‘ad hoc’ery

Seen as a solely service to the carer� Seen as a solely service to the carer
� Difficulty for ‘respite care’ in being seen as a distinct 

service
� Some client groups received imaginative, innovative care
� Some received short bits of long term care
� Some received little or nothing
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Findings compared
1. Circa 79k weeks of ‘respite’ supplied pa
2. Getting information out to carers was 

difficult
3. Co-ordinating demand & availability 

was difficult
4. Insufficient involvement of carers and 

people cared for
5. There were very few services for people 

1. Circa 203360 weeks of short breaks 
were supplied pa – an increase of  
around 250%

2. Carer Information strategies, better 
informed social workers

3. Short Breaks Bureaux
4. Direct payments, Personalisation, 

consultations etc. etc.5. There were very few services for people 
who had mental health problems

6. Children and adults with physical 
disabilities were poorly provided for

7. Statistics were lacking or embedded in 
other statistics collected for other 
purposes

8. Funding mechanisms caused a lot of 
problems

consultations etc. etc.
5. There are very few services for 

people who had mental health 
problems

6. Children and adults with physical 
disabilities are poorly provided fo

7. Far more statistical information 
available

8. Funding more standardised, but what 
about the future???
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The hopes we had....
� A strategy involving central and local government, to 

cover –
� Quality of care
� Funding mechanisms

� Respite-only beds should be registered
� More respite for people with mental health difficulties � More respite for people with mental health difficulties 

and those with a physical disability
� An increase in small scale, respite only provision and 

family based services
� Better statistics
� More study and research
� More respite (short breaks)!!!
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How far were these hopes fulfilled?
�� National Standards do exist and there is a set for short breaksNational Standards do exist and there is a set for short breaks
�� Short breaks are now recognised as a valid service typeShort breaks are now recognised as a valid service type
�� Volume has increased substantiallyVolume has increased substantially
�� Specific ‘respite only’ services have increased in numberSpecific ‘respite only’ services have increased in number
�� There has been more study and researchThere has been more study and research
�� Statistics are better than they wereStatistics are better than they wereStatistics are better than they wereStatistics are better than they were
But But --
�� Funding mechanisms are still a problem and set to become a Funding mechanisms are still a problem and set to become a 

bigger onebigger one
�� There is still insufficient support available for those with There is still insufficient support available for those with 

mental health difficulties and physical disabilitiesmental health difficulties and physical disabilities
�� Yet more research and study are neededYet more research and study are needed
�� Statistics need to be better stillStatistics need to be better still
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Parting Thoughts....
� Sometimes we allow the enormity of 

what is still to be done to limit our 
vision
� We have to see how far we have come 

and be proud of that
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and be proud of that
� This is what will inspire us to work in 

order to -
� ensure we hold what we have
� develop a vision of what we want for 

the future



If we look onlyat the groundbeneath ourfeet, all weknow iswhere we arenow, and wenow, and wemay getdiscouraged
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